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Abstract

The main intent of this paper is to present a semantic
framework for the validation of JVML/CLDC optimizations.
The semantic style of the framework is denotational and rests
on an extension of the resource pomsets semantics of Gastin
and Mislove [12]. The resource pomsets is a fully abstract
semantic model that is based on true concurrency. However,
it does not support non-determinism that emerges while in-
terpreting JVML/CLDC programs. In this paper, we present
an extension of this model that aims to support unbounded
non-determinism. More precisely, we give an overview of the
construction of the process space and exhibit its algebraic
properties. The elaborated semantics is embedded in the proof
assistant Isabelle [28] in order to validate optimizations of
JVML/CLDC programs. A case study for the validation of
some optimizations of JVML/CLDC programs is also pre-
sented. The studied optimizations are: constant propagation
and dead assignment elimination.
Keywords: Denotational Semantics, True Concurrency,
Optimizations Validation, Proof Assistant, JVML/CLDC,
KVM

I. MOTIVATIONS AND BACKGROUND

The main intent of this paper is to provide a semantic
framework for the validation of JVML/CLDC optimizations.
This work is a natural continuation of a successful project
on the acceleration of embedded Java virtual machines [8],
[10]. In fact, we have designed and implemented successfully
several acceleration techniques for the threading, caching,
lookup and interpretation mechanisms. The most effective
among these techniques was the acceleration of the virtual
machine interpretation through selective dynamic compilation.
This technique consists of detecting, at runtime, the so-
called hotspots (most frequently called code fragments) and
translating them into the native code of the host machine.
By doing so, we reached significant speedup ratios. After
completing the design, implementation and benchmarking all
of these techniques, arose the issue of formally establishing
their semantic correctness.

Establishing the semantic correctness of an optimization
technique consists of proving that the optimization preserves
the semantics i.e. the original program and the optimized
one are semantically equivalent. This entails the elaboration
of one semantics if the original and optimized programs are
both expressed in the same language. In the case of dynamic
compilation, we are in the presence of two languages1: the
source and the target languages. Hence, this means that two
semantics are needed.

In the literature on programming languages, many re-
searchers have used the method introduced by Morris in [26],
further promoted in [40], to establish the correctness of a
compilation/optimization process. This approach advocates the
use of algebraic data types and algebraic semantics to capture
the optimization correctness. This amounts to the commutation
of the diagram reported in Figure 1. Later, this approach
was accommodated to use an operational semantic style as
what Stephenson proposed in [38] or a denotational semantic
style as what Wand proposed in [42]. In a denotational
semantic setting, the correctness of the compiler is expressed
as the equality of the denotation of the source program and
the denotation of its translation. This paradigm for proving
compiler correctness is outlined in Figure 2.

Many advantages cater for the adoption of a denotational
semantic style for proving compiler correctness. In fact, de-
notational semantics has strong mathematical foundations, is
compositional and more abstract than operational semantics.
Furthermore, by adopting a denotational semantic style, we
can encode the semantics of the source and target languages
in the same model. This is unaffordable in an operational se-
mantic setting if the source and target languages are different.

The source language in our compilation framework is
JVML/CLDC, which is a concurrent language. Hence, we
have to select or elaborate an adequate concurrency model.
Concurrency models are classified w.r.t three major criteria
[43]: the focus on the state or the behavior (intensional versus
extensional), the treatment of parallelism through interleaving
or true concurrency and the way non-determinism is handled
(branching versus linear).

1In our project, the source code is JVML/CLDC (Java Virtual Machine
Language for Connected Limited Device Configuration) and the target code
is the binary language of ARM processors.
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Famous denotational models such as failure sets and accep-
tance trees [7], [16] are extensional and interleaving models.
More precisely, in these models, the parallel composition
of two processes is defined as all the possible interleaving
between them. Unfortunately, this leads to a state explosion
problem. Accordingly, true concurrency models minimize this
state explosion using partial orders. In fact, in these mod-
els, independent events/actions can be executed simultane-
ously. However, the major limitation of the well-known non-
interleaving models, such as labelled event structures [44], is
the lack of explicit description of true concurrency. Lately,
Gastin and Mislove [12] provide such explicit description in
a model they called resource pomsets. The main interesting
feature of this model is the concept of resources. For our re-
search, the resource concept is useful since we aim to provide a
semantics that describes in an explicit way the JVML/CLDC
synchronization mechanism. For instance, the resources can
be used to denote objects that can be locked by threads.
Unfortunately, the resource pomset model reduces parallel
composition of events which share the same resource to a
deadlock. This makes the model inadequate for JVML/CLDC.
In fact, non-determinism emerges in the execution of some
JVML/CLDC programs. For instance, if two JVML/CLDC
threads simultaneously try to execute the same synchronized
method on the same object, the virtual machine interpreter
allows just one of them to execute this method. The second one
is executed when the first finishes executing that method. The
execution order of these threads depends on many parameters:
time, processor speed, thread priority, etc. Hence, there is a
need for introducing non-determinism in the resource pomset
model in order to get a model that can be accommodated to
JVML/CLDC.

In this paper, we provide an overview of the extension of
the resource pomset model with non-determinism. Moreover,
we provide a case study that shows how our semantic model
can be embedded in the proof assistant Isabelle [28] in order
to validate some optimizations of JVML/CLDC programs.

The studied optimizations are: constant propagation and dead
assignment elimination.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II is
dedicated to the presentation of the semantic model. Sections
III and IV are dedicated to the embedding of our semantic
model in the theorem prover Isabelle and its use for the
validation of some optimizations of JVML/CLDC programs.
Finally, we provide some concluding remarks in Section V.

II. A DENOTATIONAL SEMANTIC MODEL FOR
JVML/CLDC

In this section, our concern is to present the construction of
the process space.

A. Dependence Maps

In order to capture the order between events that emerge
while a JVML/CLDC program is executed, we designed a
dependence maps space M. An element of the space M is
a map that associates, a pair (pe,e), where pe is a finite set
of events representing the direct predecessors of the event e

(element of the events set V ), with another map that represents
the successors of e. More formally, let →ω1

be the constructor
of infinite maps in which an element can be associated with
a infinite number of elements. The space M is defined as
follows:

M = Pf (V ) × V →ω1
M

The existence proof of M is based on the transfinite recursive
space construction technique, proposed by Di Gianantonio et
al. [15]. The space M is endowed with a prefix ordering B,
which is defined as follows. Let dom(M) denote the domain
of the map M . Let M , M ′ ∈ M and [ ] denote the empty
map. We have:

1) [ ] B M

2) M B M ′ ⇔ dom(M) ⊆ dom(M ′) ∧ ∀a ∈
dom(M). M(a) B M ′(a)

In what follows, we present some utility functions that we use
in the elaboration of our semantics.

Given two maps M and M ′, we write M † M ′ for the
overwriting of the map M by the associations of the map M ′

i.e. the domain of M † M ′ is dom(M) ∪ dom(M ′) and we
have:

(M † M ′)(a) =
{

M ′(a), if a ∈ dom(M ′);
M(a), Otherwise.

We use a tuple projection function πn, which selects the
element at position n in a tuple. We also define a function
ϕ that computes the elements of a map.

ϕ : M → P(Pf (V ) × V ) defined by

ϕ(M) =
{

∅, if M = [ ];
⋃

a∈dom(M){a} ∪ ϕ(M(a)) , Otherwise.

Moreover, we define a function D that computes the depen-
dence relation between the elements of a map as follows:

D : P(Pf (V ) × V ) → P(V × V ) defined by
D(S) = {(e, π2(a))| a ∈ S ∧ e ∈ π1(a)}
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Fig. 4. Example of a graphical representation of a dependence map

We define T ⊆ M to be the space of dependence maps such
that M ∈ T if the reflexive transitive closure of D(ϕ(M)) is
a partial order relation. This condition states that we have no
cycles in any element of T. It is the first healthiness condition
in our semantic model. Moreover, the domain of each map
should contain just initials (an initial is an event having an
empty set of predecessors) i.e. ∀M ∈ T. ∀e ∈ dom(M).
π1(e) = ∅.

Example of a Dependence Map

Figure 4 outlines the graphical representation of the depen-
dence map defined in Figure 3.

B. Labelled Dependence Maps

The space of labelled dependence maps R is defined as
follows:

R = T × (V
∼
−→Σ)

This space contains dependence maps with their labelling
functions. A labelling function associates each event of a
dependence map with an action (element of the actions set
Σ). We compute the events set of an element of R by the
function:

ξ : R → P(V ) defined by
ξ((M,λ)) = dom(λ)

C. Deterministic Processes

Let R be a finite set of resources. We define the space of
deterministic processes C as follows:

C = R × P(R)

A process in C is a pair where the first element is a pair
composed of a dependence map with its labelling function
and the second element refers to the resources needed by the
process for its continuation. In this context, the dependence
map represents what is already observed. It can evolve to any
dependence map provided that any new executed action claims
a subset of the resources specified in the continuation resources
of the process as it will be shown when we specify the ordering
over the space C.

A process p = (rp, Rp) ∈ C such that rp = (Mp, λp) is
considered as finite if and only if rp is finite i.e. it has a finite
events set, which means that its dependence map Mp is finite.

We also suppose that we have a function res : Σ → P(R),
which associates an action with a resources set. Note that we
assume that each action uses a non-empty set of resources.
To lighten the notation, we use â to denote the resource set
needed by an action a i.e. â = res(a). The definition of this
function is extended to P(Σ) as follows:

res : P(Σ) → P(R)
res(A) =

⋃

a∈A res(a)

Besides, the definition of res is extended to the space of
labelled dependence maps R as follows:

res : R → P(R) defined by
res((M,λ)) =

⋃

e∈ξ((M,λ)) res(λ(e))

Finally, the definition of res is extended to the space
deterministic processes C as follows:

res : C → P(R) defined by
res(p) = res(rp) ∪ Rp

Informally, this function computes the resources needed by a
deterministic process, which are those that are already used
and those that are needed for the continuation i.e. for the
future.

The space C is endowed with an ordering vC, which is
defined as follows. Let p, q ∈ C, p is denoted by (rp, Rp)
where rp = (Mp, λp) and q by (rq, Rq) where rq = (Mq, λq).
We have:

p vC q ⇔ rp � rq ∧ Rp ⊇ Rq ∪ res(r−1
p rq) where

rp � rq ⇔ Mp B Mq ∧ λp ⊆ λq

r−1
p rq = (Mq\Mp, λq \ λp)

M ′\M =







M ′[∅/π1(b) | b ∈ dom(M ′)], if M = [ ];
[a 7→ M ′(a) | a ∈ dom(M ′) \ dom(M)] †
†a∈dom(M)∩dom(M ′)M

′(a)\M(a), Otherwise.

Note that the operator †, which is already defined in Section
II-A, is used in a symmetric way since there are no cycles and
no auto concurrency (recall that any action uses a non-empty
set of resources) in our coding of dependence maps.

The meaning of the ordering over C is that any process p

can evolve to another process q with the constraint that only
the resources specified in Rp are used. Note that if Rp = ∅,
the process p is finite and maximal with respect to the ordering
vC. Otherwise, it is a non-terminated process. We also have
the following constraint over the elements of C: ∀p ∈ C.
resinf(rp) ⊆ Rp where:

resinf : R → P(R) defined by
resinf(x) =

⋂

{res(r−1x), r finite and r � x}

This condition means that all the needed resources for the
continuation are specified in Rp. This is the second healthiness
condition in our model.

In order to give meaning to recursion, we have to establish,
in what follows, some results about our process space. Note
that due to the lack of space, we do not provide the proofs of
the established results.

Proposition 2.1: (C,vC) is algebraic. The compact ele-
ments of C are processes having a finite events set.



[(∅,a1) 7→ [({a1},c1) 7→ [({c1},d2) 7→ [ ],
({c1,d1},b2) 7→ [({b2},a2) 7→ [ ],

({b2,e1},f1) 7→ [({f1},g1) 7→ [ ]
]

]
]

],
(∅,b1) 7→ [({b1},d1) 7→ [({c1,d1},b2) 7→ [({b2},a2) 7→ [ ],

({b2,e1},f1) 7→ [({f1},g1) 7→ [ ]
]

]
]

],
(∅,e1) 7→ [({b2,e1},f1) 7→ [({f1},g1) 7→ [ ]

]
]

]
Fig. 3. Example of a Dependance Map

D. Space of Non-Deterministic Processes

In what follows, we present the space of non-deterministic
processes. Let D be the space of non-deterministic processes.
D is defined as the set of non-empty upper subsets of C:

D = {X ⊆ C | X 6= ∅ ∧ X =↑ X} where
↑ X =

⋃

x∈X ↑ x and ↑ x = {y ∈ C | x vC y}

The space D is endowed with an ordering vD, which is defined
as follows:

P vD Q ⇔ P ⊇ Q

⇔ ∀q ∈ Q. ∃p ∈ P . p vC q

Proposition 2.2: (D,vD) is a local cpo.
The space D is meant to model unbounded non-determinism

and it enjoys the algebraic property of local cpo that allows to
define the semantic of recursive JVML/CLDC methods. Due to
the pages number restriction, we omit details about the proofs
and the semantic operators of our model. These details can be
found in [46].

III. EMBEDDING THE SEMANTIC MODEL IN ISABELLE

Isabelle[28] is a generic and interactive theorem prover
that provides a logical framework in which theorems and
proofs about programming languages and programs can be
established. Few research initiatives have dealt with the em-
bedding of Java in Isabelle/HOL2 in order to prove compiler or
optimization correctness. Hereafter, we review these research
initiatives.

Nipkow et al. [31] formalized a subset of Java in Isabelle-
/HOL. The primary objective of their work is to prove the type
safety for this subset. In another project, Nipkow et al. [29]
formalized a subset of JVML in Isabelle/HOL. The main goal
of this formalization is to prove that the verifier is sound and
also that the Java compiler is correct. Their strategy is based
on an operational semantic style.

2Isabelle/HOL [28] is the specialization of Isabelle for HOL, which is a
Higher Order Logic

Strecker [39] proved the correctness of a Java compiler in
an operational small step style. The compiler translates Micro-
Java source code3 into Micro-JVM bytecode. The correctness
of the compiler is expressed as a commuting diagram as the
one presented in Figure 1. The designed framework is based
on an operational semantic style.

Glesner et al. [3] formalized the generation of code from
Static Single Assignment (SSA) form 4 in Isabelle/HOL. They
established the correctness of this generation process. The
correctness proofs give also checkable correctness criteria
characterizing correct compilation results obtained from differ-
ent implementations of code generation algorithms. This work
is also based on an operational semantic style.

As discussed before, Our strategy is denotational. The
motivations and justifications behind this choice are already
presented. In the sequel, we present the embedding of a
denotational semantics for a subset of JVML/CLDC, which is
based on the already presented semantic model. The studied
subset excludes backward jumps. Moreover, we suppose that
we are in the context of just one thread in this embedding
work.

A. Embedding the Process Space

In what follows, we present an overview of the embed-
ding of our process space. More precisely, we consider in
this embedding two kinds of actions: Lock and Unlock.
These actions are performed on objects which are considered
as resources. The resource mapping between actions and
resources is represented by a constant called resMap. A
dependence map is embedded as a list of infinite branching
graphs that capture the dependence between events, which are
embedded as occurrences of actions. An infinite branching
graph is represented by a datatype called M. Besides, the prefix
relation between two dependence maps is established using a

3A small subset of Java
4In such form, a variable is assigned just once in the program



function called F, which is defined co-inductively, while the
deterministic process space is represented by a set called C.
The embedding of the main features of our model is as follows:

typedecl classType
datatype fields = "int list"
types lockCounter = "int"
types object = "classType × fields × lockCounter"
types resources = "object set"
datatype action = Lock object |

Unlock object
types event = "action × nat"
consts resMap :: "action ⇒ resources"
types PEvent = "event set × event"
datatype M = Bot | Node PEvent "nat ⇒ M"
types lab = "(event × action) set"
types process = "(M list × lab) × resources"

consts dom :: "M ⇒ ’a set" defs
dom_def: "dom M == (case M of

Bot ⇒ {}
| (Node a F) ⇒

{x. ∃ y. y = F x})"

(*Prefix relation*)
consts F :: "(M × M) set ⇒ (M × M) set"
coinductive "F(Q)"

intros
BOT_I:

"(Bot,T) ∈ F(Q)"
TRACE_I:

"[|a = b; M = Node a G ; N = Node b H;
∀ i ∈ dom(M).∃ j ∈ dom(N).
(G i,H j) ∈ Q |] ⇒ (M,N) ∈ F(Q)"

consts prefixRel :: "M list × M list ⇒ bool"
defs prefixRel_def:
"prefixRel R S == ∀ x ∈ set R. ∃ y ∈ set S.

∃ H. (x,y) ∈ F(H)"

(*Healthiness condition*)
consts por :: "’a list ⇒ bool"
primrec "por [] = True"

"por (l#ls) = (if (antisym l) then (por ls)
else False)"

constdefs C :: "(process) set"
"C == {x. por (fst (fst x))}"

B. JVML/CLDC Subset Syntax

Hereafter, we present the JVML/CLDC subset which we
consider in this paper.

types index = nat
types val = int
datatype bytecode =

ILOAD index | ISTORE index | ICONST val |
BIPUSH val | DUP | IADD |
IMUL | IFEQ index | IFICMPEQ index |
IFICMPNE index | IFICMPLE index | GOTOF index |
ALOAD index | ASTORE index | IRETURN |
MONITORENTER | MONITOREXIT

The informal semantics of each bytecode can be found in
[20].

C. Bytecodes Semantics

The semantics of a bytecode is specified by a semantic func-
tion called exec. This function computes a pair composed
of a denotation and a continuation. The denotation is a tuple

composed of a process, a stack, a local variable table and
the returned value (if any). The continuation represents the
remaining code of the program to be executed. Hereafter, we
present the embedding of some structures that are useful for
the elaboration of the semantics.

types stack = "val list"
types locvars = "val list"
types heap ="int ⇒ object option"
types prog = "bytecode list"
datatype result = NoValue | Value "int"
types denotation = "process × heap × stack × locvars ×

result"
types cont = "prog"

In what follows, we provide an overview of the embedding
of the semantic function exec.

consts exec :: "bytecode ⇒ denotation ⇒ cont ⇒ prog ⇒
denotation × cont"

primrec
"exec (ILOAD ind) d c p =
(let (pr,he,sk,lv,rs) = d
in ((seqcomp (pr,(([],{}),{})),he,(lv ! ind) # sk,lv,

rs),c))"

"exec (IFEQ ind) d c p =
(let (pr,he,sk,lv,rs) = d;

v = hd sk;
v1 = (length p) - (length c);
disp = (ind - v1)

in if (v 6= 0)
then ((seqcomp (pr,(([],{}),{})),he,tl sk,lv,

rs),c)
else ((seqcomp (pr,(([],{}),{})),he,tl sk,lv,

rs),drop disp c))"

"exec MONITORENTER d c p = (let (pr,he,sk,lv,rs) = d;
v = hd sk

in (case he(v) of
None ⇒ (d,[]) |
Some (cl,fs,lc) ⇒

(let lc1 = lc + 1;
he1 = he(v |-> (cl,fs,lc1));
pr1 =(([Node ({},(Lock (he v),1))

(λ i. Bot)],((Lock (he v),
1),Lock (he v))),{})

in ((seqcomp (pr,pr1),he1, tl sk,lv,
rs),c))))"

"exec MONITOREXIT d c p =
(let (pr,he,sk,lv,rs) = d ;

v = hd sk
in (case he(v) of

None ⇒(d,[]) |
Some (cl,fs,lc) ⇒

(let lc1 = lc - 1;
he1 = he(v |-> (cl,fs,lc1));
pr1 =(([Node ({},(Unlock (he v),1))

(λ i. Bot)],((Unlock (he v),
1),Unlock (he v))),{})

in ((seqcomp (pr,pr1),he1,tl sk,lv,
rs),c))))"

The function seqcomp performs a sequential composition
of two processes. This is the embedding of the strict sequential
composition semantic operator of our semantic model[46].
Note also that the semantics of MONITORENTER and MON-
ITOREXIT are more complicated than what we presented.
The semantics of these bytecodes are provided just to show
the emergence of observable actions in the denotation and the
use of our semantic model to prove JVML/CLDC programs



equivalence.

D. JVML/CLDC Program Semantics

Before providing the semantics of a JVML/CLDC program,
we present two lemmas that prove that the continuation argu-
ment is decreasing in size during execution. In these lemmas,
induction, auto tactics and simplification are needed.

declare Let_def[simp] option.split[split]

lemma listsize_eq:
"(length (snd (exec ins d bl p)) < Suc (length bl))

=
(length (snd (exec ins d bl p)) ≤ length bl)"
apply(auto)
done

lemma listsize [simp]:
"length (snd (exec ins d bl p)) ≤ length bl"
apply(induct_tac ins)
apply(simp_all)
apply(induct_tac[!] d)
apply(auto)
done

The semantics of a JVML/CLDC program is specified by a
semantic interpretation function called sem, which is defined
recursively and which uses the function exec. Its termination
depends on the size of the first argument that refers to the
continuation and which should decrease. To help the prover
doing the full proof, we give a “hint” that suggests the use
of the previous lemmas as a simplification rule. In the sequel,
we present the embedding of the function sem.

consts sem :: "prog × denotation × prog ⇒
denotation"

recdef sem "measure (λ(xs,a). length xs)"

"sem ([],d,p) = d"
"sem ((b#bl),d,p) =
(sem (snd (exec b d bl p), fst (exec b d bl p),p))"
(hints recdef_simp: listsize_eq)

IV. A CASE STUDY ABOUT OPTIMIZATIONS VALIDATION

In this section, we present some specific optimizations
that can be performed on JVML/CLDC programs. To make
the presentation clear, we provide the Java source of each
JVML/CLDC program, which is the target of the optimization.
Moreover, we suppose that for each Java source optimization
there is a similar transformation of its compilation output i.e.
this optimization can be performed on the compiled file, which
is a JVML/CLDC program. Note that the representation of
JVML/CLDC programs in Isabelle/HOL is the result of an
abstraction at the instruction level.

A. Constant Propagation

A constant propagation transformation is performed if one
variable is assigned to a constant value. The variable is
replaced by its value in order to avoid more computations. The
following Java method contains a code on which compilers can
perform constant propagation.

public int foo() {
int x,y;
x = 3;
y = x + 4;
return y;}

The definition in Isabelle/HOL of the JVML/CLDC code,
which is the compilation output of the already presented Java
code, is the following:

constdefs orprog1 :: "prog"
"orprog1==[ICONST 3, ISTORE 1, ILOAD 1, ICONST 4,

IADD, ISTORE 2, ILOAD 2, IRETURN]"

In the Java source, we see that the variable “x” can be
replaced by 3 in the expression “x + 4”. The optimized Java
code is the following:

public int foo() {
int x,y;
x = 3;
y = 7;
return y;}

The associated compiled code is the following:

constdefs opprog1 :: "prog"
"opprog1==[ICONST 3, ISTORE 1, BIPUSH 7, ISTORE 2,

ILOAD 2, IRETURN]"

As mentioned previously, we assume that we have a trans-
formation between orprog1 and opprog1, which is a constant
propagation optimization. Proving that this constant propaga-
tion optimization is correct means that orprog1 and opprog1
are associated with the same denotation. This is proved later
when we speak about equivalence relations in Section IV-C.

B. Dead Assignment Elimination

A dead assignment elimination is an optimization targeting
the removal of dead variables. These variables are never used
after their assignment. The following Java code contains a
dead assignment for the variable “x” in the statement “x = 3”.

public int foo() {
int x,y;
y = 0;
x = 3;
y = y + 2;
return y;}

The associated compiled code, as presented in Isabelle, is
the following:

constdefs orprog2 :: "prog"
"orprog2==[ICONST 0, ISTORE 2, ICONST 3, ISTORE 1,

ILOAD 2, ICONST 2, IADD, ISTORE 2,
ILOAD 2, IRETURN]"

The removal of this statement produces the following code:

public int foo() {
int x,y;
y = 0;
y = y + 2;
return y;}

The associated compiled code is the following:



constdefs opprog2 :: "prog"
"opprog2==[ICONST 0, ISTORE 2, ILOAD 2, ICONST 2,

IADD, ISTORE 2, ILOAD 2, IRETURN]"

C. Equivalence Relations

In what follows, we provide two possible relations that
can be used to establish the semantic equivalence between
JVML/CLDC programs:

• Strong equivalence: the original and optimized programs
are equivalent if they are associated with the same
denotation i.e. do the same lock/unlock actions on the
same objects and the two associated heaps, stacks, local
variable tables and returned values are the same after
the execution of these programs. Here, we consider that
we observe just actions that lock or unlock objects but
it is worth to mention that other abstractions can be
considered. In fact, we can observe exceptions or commu-
nications. This means that two programs are equivalent
if they lock and unlock the same objects, throw the same
exceptions, do the same communications, have the same
stack and local variables table and return the same result.
As defined, this equivalence relation is too restrictive.
In fact, two equivalent programs can return the same
value without doing the same treatments on the stack or
having the same local variable table. This is exemplified
by the optimization of the specified program in Section
IV-B. Henceforth, we provide another definition of weak
equivalence.

• Weak equivalence: the original and optimized program
are equivalent if they return the same value after their
execution.

Hereafter, we suppose that the dependence map, the stack
and the local variables table are empty for any program before
its execution:

constdefs d:: "denotation"
"d ==((([],{}),{}),map_of [(0,this)],[0,0,0,0,0,0,0],

[0,0,0,0,0,0,0],NoValue)"

Note that the variable “this” refers to the instance on which a
given method was called. We suppose that this object is stored
at the memory address zero to simplify the presentation.

The strong equivalence is defined in Isabelle/HOL as fol-
lows:

constdefs equivalent :: "prog ⇒ prog ⇒ bool"
"equivalent p1 p2 ==
(sem (p1,d,p1)
=
sem (p2,d,p2))"

The weak equivalence is defined in Isabelle/HOL as follows:

constdefs weakequivalent :: "prog ⇒ prog ⇒ bool"
"weakequivalent p1 p2 ==
(snd (snd (snd (snd (sem (p1,d,p1)))))
=
snd (snd (snd (snd (sem (p2,d,p2))))))"

The programs orprog2 and opprog2 are proved, using Is-
abelle, to be weakly but not strongly equivalent. In fact, the
semantics of orprog2 is the following:
((([],{}),{}),map_of [(0,this)],[0,0,0,0,0,0,0],

[0,3,2,0,0,0,0],Value 2)

While the semantics of oprpog2 is the following:
((([],{}),{}),map_of [(0,this)],[0,0,0,0,0,0,0],
[0,0,2,0,0,0,0],Value 2)

The programs orprog1 and opprog1 have the same seman-
tics:
((([],{}),{}),map_of [(0,this)],[0,0,0,0,0,0,0],
[0,3,7,0,0,0,0],Value 7)

orprog1 and opprog1 are proved to be strongly equivalent
since they are associated with the same denotation.

The following example shows the emergence of observ-
able actions (lock/unlock) in the semantics of the original
and optimized JVML/CLDC programs: orprog3 and opprog3.
Hereafter, we provide the specification in Isabelle of these two
programs.

constdefs orprog3 :: "prog"
"orprog3 == [ALOAD 0, DUP, ASTORE 3, MONITORENTER,

ICONST 3, ISTORE 1, ILOAD 1, ICONST 4,
IADD, ISTORE 2, ILOAD 2, ALOAD 3,
MONITOREXIT, IRETURN]"

constdefs opprog3 :: "prog"
"opprog3 == [ALOAD 0, DUP, ASTORE 3, MONITORENTER,

ICONST 3, ISTORE 1, BIPUSH 7, ISTORE 2,
ILOAD 2, ALOAD 3, MONITOREXIT, IRETURN]"

The program opprog3 is the transformation of orprog3 by
constant propagation. These two programs are proved to be
strongly equivalent. In fact, they are associated with the same
following denotation:

((([Node({},(Lock this,1))(fun_upd (λ i.Bot) 0
Node ({(Lock this,1)},(Unlock this,1))(λ i.Bot))],
{((Lock this,1),Lock this),((Unlock this,1),
Unlock this)}),{}), map_of [(0,this)],
[0,0,0,0,0,0,0],[0,3,7,6,0,0,0],Value 7)

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a new semantic model for true
concurrency with unbounded non-determinism. The model
is denotational and rests on an extension of the resource
pomsets semantics of Gastin and Mislove. We presented the
construction of the process space and exhibited its algebraic
properties. In addition, we provided an embedding of the main
features of this semantic model in the theorem prover Isabelle
together with a case study that shows how this model can be
used in order to validate some optimizations of JVML/CLDC
programs. We defined also some equivalence relations and
discussed the impact of their definitions on the assessment
of correctness of optimizations. We think that an equivalence
relation should be defined with respect to the specificities of
the studied optimization. These specificities allow to know the
required abstractions to be performed in order to prove that
original and optimized programs have the same semantics.
Currently, we are working on the full embedding of our
semantic model in Isabelle in order to prove the correctness
of our dynamic compilation technique and of other fancy
optimizations.
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